Objective
Patrons will answer questions and collect trading cards at all of our branches.

Intention
The GDL Road Trip Adventure is a community-wide scavenger hunt created to:
- increase awareness of GDL branch libraries
- encourage patrons to visit multiple branches
- reinforce the idea that libraries are welcoming places to come for help and information

Game Rules
1. The Road Trip Adventure is separate from the Summer Reading Challenge.
2. Patrons can obtain a GDL Road Trip Adventure Game Sheet from library branches, or at thegdlo.org/roadtripadventure
3. Answers can be found at the branch or on the GDL website.
4. Patrons may ask you the answer to the question – it’s okay if you tell them.
5. Once they have the answer for your branch, you can give them the trading card.
6. Answers highlight letters which are used to discover the secret message.
7. Trading cards are unique to each library and can be picked up only at that location.
8. Each library branch will receive its own trading card, as well as a stack of the Bonus 20 cards.
9. After collecting all 19 trading cards, and solving the secret message, patrons will show the completed game sheet to library staff at their favorite branch and receive the Bonus 20 card.
10. We are keeping stats on this program. CR will send a certain number of cards to each branch. For example, GB, DA, and FE will start with 100 cards, while smaller locations will start with 25.
11. When you need more cards, please contact Heather: hharrison@thegdl.org
12. At the end of the summer, you will send your leftover cards back to CR to be counted.